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Fellow Risk Watchers,  
My name is Mike Dunn. I'm the Managing Director of risk management consultancy Intelligent 
Outcomes Group (IOG). You can find my details on LinkedIn or by visiting our web site 
www.iog.com.au.  
Many senior managers I speak to exhibit body language signs of stress whenever I discuss risk 
in-depth with them. Mostly, they don’t like it, think it’s a business impost, and want to discuss 
anything but risk. If they allow me to persist, they quickly discover the beauty of understanding 
risks: both good and bad. Like me they embrace the understanding of risk, not just the parroting 
of the elements of ISO 31,000. So, for this risk update I would like to discuss the benefits of 
understanding positive risks. 
We in IOG think of positive risk as Likelihood x Benefit = Opportunity. In the likelihood 
calculation for a positive risk scenario, we want to increase the likelihood score. In calculating the 
benefit (as opposed to consequence) we want to increase the benefit. When we bring these two 
elements together in Scuta we look for an increased opportunity score (as opposed to a risk 
score). This process is best demonstrated with a scenario that has been worked through in Scuta 
and attached at page 2. The scenario is pitched at a small organisation who is asked to be 
involved with a prime contractor in bidding for a capability project in Defence. In the past, they 
will go along because any request to bid with a bigger player is potentially rewarding, and even if 
we fail with this bid, we might be asked again to bid. How much it might cost in time, effort and 
funds was often unclear, and the chances of winning were often talked up but from an uncertain 
basis. Once Scuta was introduced these small companies were able to better elicit their potential 
gain, the costs associated with the bid, and the bid’s likelihood of succeeding. 
I hope this short risk update increases your awareness of positive risks (within your wider risk 
environment) and the part they could in assisting your business to understand all risks in 
advance of taking some of the most important business decisions. 
I hope this is food for thought.  
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Scuta positive risk calculation 

 
 


